Summary IRG 11-1.1: Editors List

Total 25 editors from China, Korea, Singapore, Japan, Vietnamese, HongKong SAR, TCA, Unicode Consortium and US joined together for three days to generate the draft text of EXT-B of plane-2 of ISO/IEC CD 10646-2 for WG2#35.

See. N 584 for detailed info on each editor.

Summary IRG 11-1.2: Executive summary

The review progress of this editorial meeting is based on SuperCJK Version 2.0 (N583), which contains consolidated repertoire list based on the submission criteria included in N583. Throughout the reviewing process, the editorial working group has produced the following documents in this meeting – N585, N586, N587, N588, N589, N590, and N591.

Summary IRG 11-1.3: Duplicated appearance in KangXi dictionary – N585.

N585 describes duplicated repertoires to be unified in KangXi dictionary.

Summary IRG 11-1.4: Unified characters list – N586

In addition to the unification effort from SuperCJK 1.0 to SuperCJK 2.0, the editors have further unified another 1,280 characters stated by N586.

Summary IRG 11-1.5: Glyph change list – N587
22 glyphs are revised in this editorial meeting, as described in N587.

**Summary IRG 11-1.6: KXI position data change list – N588**

Total 64 KXI position data is changed by editors, as described in N588.

**Summary IRG 11-1.7: Working item to be completed – N589**

The reordering characters are submitted to be refined in the SuperCJK 3.0, described in N589. Due to the time constraint, editors are not able to complete this task in this meeting. The reordering task is logged as working item and to be finished by China.

**Summary IRG 11-1.8: Missing characters list – N590**

Total 45+ missing characters will be added to SuperCJK 3.0, described in N590.

**Summary IRG 11-1.9: Character-to-be-withdrawn list – N591**

Total 734 proposed characters, included in SuperCJK 2.0, are withdrawn by HongKong member due to insufficient source information stated in the submission criteria.

**Summary IRG 11-1.10: SuperCJK 3.0 edition**

IRG editorial working group has instructed the IRG Rapporteur to publish the next version SuperCJK and distribute it to IRG members for further review by the end of August.

**Summary IRG 11-1.11: Draft of Ext B submission**

Due to the font availability in five columns stated by Resolution IRG M11.5, the editorial working group has decided to use single-column format to be used temporarily in the working draft of Ext-B submission. The working group also instructs the Rapporteur to submit the working draft of Ext-B in next WG2 #35 meeting in London.

**Summary IRG 11-1.12: Appreciation**

IRG editorial working group would like to express its sincere appreciation to the IRG editorial working group (IRG #11-1) meeting hosts – State Bureau of Quality & Tech Supervision, the Ministry of IT Industry, the National Language Committee, specially to CESI & CCID. The working group also likes to thank Ms. Wang XiaMing for her dedicated effort of technical editing secretary for this project.